Support effects in the selective gas phase hydrogenation of-chloronitrobenzene over gold by unknown
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 )NTRODUCTION
(YDROGENATION PROMOTED BY GOLD HAS EMERGED AS ONE OF THE 
MOST CHALLENGING TOPICS IN GOLD CATALYSIS AS RE¾ECTED IN THE 
REVIEWS BY #LAUS ;= AND (ASHMI  ;= 4HE LOWER HYDROGENATION 
ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH !U WHEN COMPARED WITH TRADITIONAL 
METALS EG 0T 0D	 ;= IS COMPENSATED FOR IN TERMS OF THE 
HIGH  SELECTIVITY  THAT  !U  CAN  DELIVER  IN  HYDROGENATION 
APPLICATIONS ;=  )N ORDER TO DEVELOP VIABLE PROCESSES BASED 
ON !U  CATALYSIS  AN  EXPLICIT  CORRELATION OF  ACTIVITYSELECTIVITY 
WITH  CATALYST  STRUCTURE  IS  REQUIRED /NE  ISSUE  THAT MUST BE 
RESOLVED IS THE DIFFERENCE IN CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE OBSERVED 
FOR  !U  SUPPORTED  ON  DIFFERENT  OXIDE  CARRIERS  ;=  4HE 
NATURE  OF  THE  SUPPORT  CAN  AFFECT  THE  MORPHOLOGY  AND 
DISPERSION  OF  !U  PARTICLES  VIA  METALSUPPORT  INTERACTIONS 
;= AND IT IS ESTABLISHED THAT SMALLER   NM	 SUPPORTED 
!U  PARTICLES  EXHIBIT  ELECTRONIC  PROPERTIES  THAT  ARE  QUITE 
DISTINCT FROM BULK !U ;= 4HIS FEATURE IS CRITICAL  IN THAT THE 
CATALYTIC RESPONSE OF !U IN HYDROGENATION REACTIONS MAY BE 
DEPENDENT  ON  CHANGES  IN  THE  ELECTRONIC  CHARACTER  OF  THE 
SUPPORTED  METAL  ;=  &URTHERMORE  WHILE  THE  CARRIER  CAN 
IMPACT ON THE PROPERTIES OF THE !U COMPONENT THE SUPPORTED 
!U PHASE HAS BEEN REPORTED TO INDUCE CHANGES IN THE  OXIDE 
SUPPORT NOTABLY BY PROMOTING THE REDUCTION OF REDUCIBLE	 
OXIDES  INCLUDING  &E/  ;=  #E/  ;=  AND  4I/  ;= 
#ONSIDERING THE COMPLEX NATURE OF !USUPPORT INTERACTIONS 
IT  IS  NOT  SURPRISING  THAT  THE  EFFECT  OF  THE  SUPPORT  ON  THE 
HYDROGENATION RESPONSE STILL REMAINS LARGELY UNRESOLVED 
4HE  SELECTIVE  REDUCTION  OF  AROMATIC  NITROGROUP 
SUBSTITUENTS IN THE PRESENCE OF OTHER FUNCTIONAL GROUPS EG 
CARBONYL CYANO CHLORO OR ALKENIC GROUPS	  IS DIF½CULT AS  THE 
REDUCTIONSUBSTITUTION OF THESE GROUPS BY (	 CAN BE MORE 
FACILE  THAN  THE  TARGET  ./  GROUP  ;=  )N  THE  SELECTIVE 
REDUCTION OF NITROARENES PROMISING RESULTS HAVE BEEN RECENTLY 
PUBLISHED  FOR  SUPPORTED  GOLD  CATALYSTS  IN  BATCH  LIQUID 
OPERATION  ;=  ALTHOUGH  THE  FORMATION  OF  HIGHLY  TOXIC 
BYPRODUCTS  AZOXYDERIVATES	  AND  THE  REQUIREMENT  OF  HIGH 
HYDROGEN  PRESSURES    -0A	  ARE  DRAWBACKS  THAT  REQUIRE 
FURTHER CONSIDERATION P#HLOROANILINE THE TARGET PRODUCT IN 
THIS  STUDY	  IS  A  HIGH  PRODUCTION  VOLUME  COMPOUND  ;= 
EXTENSIVELY  USED  AS  AN  INTERMEDIATE  IN  THE  SYNTHESIS  OF  A 
BROAD  RANGE  OF  ½NE  CHEMICALS  EG  PHARMACEUTICALS  AND 
AGROCHEMICALS  ;=  4HE  TRADITIONAL  PRODUCTION  ROUTE  FROM 
PCHLORONITROBENZENE  INVOLVES  THE USE OF  &E  IN  ACID MEDIA 
"mCHAMP  PROCESS	  BUT  THE  GENERATION  OF  LARGE  AMOUNTS 
 TIMES GREATER THAN THAT OF THE TARGET PRODUCT	 OF TOXIC 
WASTE  &E HYDROXIDE  SLUDGE	  AND  LOW OVERALL  PRODUCT  YIELDS 
HAVE LIMITED ITS APPLICABILITY ;= #ATALYTIC HYDROGENATION IN 
BATCH LIQUID SYSTEMS OVER TRANSITION METAL CATALYSTS PROVIDES A 
CLEANER ALTERNATIVE ;= (OWEVER THE CHALLENGE IS TO ACHIEVE 
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 
4HE CATALYTIC CONTINUOUS GAS PHASE HYDROGENATION OF 
PCHLORONITROBENZENE 0   ATM 4   +	 HAS BEEN 
INVESTIGATED OVER A SERIES OF OXIDE !L/ 4I/ &E/ 
AND #E/	 SUPPORTED !U  MOL 	 CATALYSTS 4HE 
APPLICATION OF TWO CATALYST SYNTHESIS ROUTES IE 
IMPREGNATION )-0	 AND DEPOSITIONPRECIPITATION 
$0	 HAS BEEN CONSIDERED WHERE THE $0 ROUTE 
GENERATED SMALLER MEAN !U PARTICLE SIZES  
NM	 COMPARED WITH THE )-0 PREPARATION  NM	 
4HE CATALYSTS HAVE BEEN CHARACTERISED IN TERMS ( 
CHEMISORPTION AND "%4 AREA MEASUREMENTS WHERE 
THE FORMATION OF METALLIC !U POSTACTIVATION HAS 
BEEN VERI½ED BY DIFFUSE RE¾ECTANCE 566IS 82$ AND 
(24%- ANALYSES P#HLOROANILINE WAS GENERATED AS 
THE SOLE REACTION PRODUCT OVER ALL THE !U CATALYSTS 
WITH NO EVIDENCE OF ##L ANDOR #./ BOND SCISSION 
ANDOR AROMATIC RING REDUCTION 4HE SPECI½C 
HYDROGENATION RATE INCREASED WITH DECREASING  
!U PARTICLE SIZE FROM  TO  NM	 REGARDLESS OF THE 
NATURE OF THE SUPPORT 4HIS RESPONSE EXTENDS TO A 
REFERENCE !U4I/ CATALYST PROVIDED BY THE 7ORLD 
'OLD #OUNCIL ! DECREASE IN SPECI½C RATE IS IN 
EVIDENCE FOR SMALLER PARTICLES   NM	 AND CAN BE 
ATTRIBUTED TO A QUANTUM SIZE EFFECT 4HE RESULTS 
PRESENTED ESTABLISH THE BASIS FOR THE DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF A VERSATILE CATALYTIC SYSTEM FOR THE 
CLEAN CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF HIGH VALUE AMINO 
COMPOUNDS UNDER MILD REACTION CONDITIONS
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SELECTIVE HYDROGENATION OF THE NITRO GROUP AND AVOID SCISSION 
OF THE ##L BOND ;= ANDOR CLEAVAGE OF .( ;= FROM 
THE  PRODUCT  4HE  HYDROGENOLYSIS  OF  THE  #L  SUBSTITUENT  CAN 
LEAD TO THE FORMATION OF ANILINE EITHER A	 VIA THE REDUCTION OF 
NITROBENZENE OR B	 AS A RESULT OF THE FURTHER TRANSFORMATION 
OF  PCHLOROANILINE  AS  SHOWN  IN  &IGURE    WITH  BOTH  STEPS 
REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE FOR CATALYTIC OPERATION IN GAS AND
OR LIQUID PHASE	 OVER SUPPORTED METALS ;= 
7E  HAVE  RECENTLY  DEMONSTRATED  EXCLUSIVITY  IN  THE 
HYDROGENATION  OF  A  SERIES  OF  HALONITROCOMPOUNDS  TO  THE 
RESPECTIVE  HALOGENATED  AROMATIC  AMINE  IN  CONTINUOUS  GAS 
PHASE OPERATION OVER  SUPPORTED .I  ;=  AND !U  ;=  )N 
THOSE STUDIES WE RECORDED A HIGHER CATALYTIC ACTIVITY FOR THE 
.I CATALYSTS BUT SIGNI½CANT TIME ONSTREAM DEACTIVATION WAS 
IN EVIDENCE )N THIS CONTRIBUTION WE HAVE EXTENDED THAT WORK 
TO PROBE THE EFFECT OF THE SUPPORT IN MODIFYING THE CATALYTIC 
ACTION OF A WELL DISPERSED !U PHASE 7E HAVE CONSIDERED FOUR 
OXIDE SUPPORTS !L/ 4I/ #E/ AND &E/	 THAT PRESENT A 
RANGE OF ACIDBASE AND REDOX SURFACE PROPERTIES )N ADDITION 
WE HAVE COMPARED THE CATALYTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THESE SYSTEMS 
WITH  A  !U4I/  REFERENCE  CATALYST  SUPPLIED  BY  THE  7ORLD 
'OLD #OUNCIL 
 %XPERIMENTAL
#ATALYST PREPARATION AND ACTIVATION
4HE  EFFECT  OF  THE  SUPPORT  ON  !U  CATALYTIC  HYDROGENATION 
PERFORMANCE  WAS  INVESTIGATED  BY  SELECTING  A  GROUP  OF 
REDUCIBLE  #E/  4I/  AND  A&E/	  AND  NONREDUCIBLE 
G!L/	 OXIDES 4HE #E/ (3! 2HODIA	 4I/ 0 $EGUSSA	 
AND G!L/ 0URALOX #ONDEA 6ISTA #O	 SUPPORTS WERE USED AS 
RECEIVED (EMATITE  A&E/	 WAS PREPARED BY PRECIPITATION 
IN BASIC MEDIA ACCORDING TO ;= 
  	
  CM  AQUEOUS  .A#/    -	  WERE  PLACED  IN  A  THREE 
NECKED  ROUNDBOTTOM  ¾ASK  AND  HEATED  IN  A WATER  BATH  TO 
  +  UNDER  CONSTANT  AGITATION    RPM	  !N  AQUEOUS 
SOLUTION  OF  &E./	À(/    CM
   -	 WAS  THEN  ADDED 
DROP  WISE    CM  H	  BY  MEANS  OF  A  MICROPROCESSOR
CONTROLLED INFUSION PUMP  KD 3CIENTI½C	 "ASIC CONDITIONS 
P(  	 WERE MAINTAINED DURING PRECIPITATION BY ADDING 
.A#/  ½VE  ADDITIONS  OF  G	  4HE  SOLID  HYDROXIDE  WAS 
SUBSEQUENTLY  AGED  FOR    H  TO  ENHANCE  THE  "%4  AREA  ;= 
WASHED  WITH  WARM  DISTILLED  WATER  UNTIL  THE  WASH  WATER 
APPROACHED  NEUTRAL  P(  AND  DRIED  FOR    DAYS  AT    + 
  +  MIN	  IN  ULTRA  PURE  (E    CM  MIN	  TO  PRODUCE 
HEMATITE
  	
4HE  8RAY  DIFFRACTOGRAM  PATTERN  FOR  THE  AS  PREPARED  &E/ 
NOT SHOWN	 PRESENTED SIGNALS AT Q     
     AND  CORRESPONDING 
TO THE 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 AND 
	  CHARACTERISTICS  PLANES  OF  APHASE  &E/  HEMATITE 
*#0$3)#$$ CARD NUMBER 	 ! SERIES OF  MOL  OXIDE 
SUPPORTED !U WAS PREPARED BY DEPOSITIONPRECIPITATION $0	 
AND IMPREGNATION )-0	 4HESE SYNTHESIS ROUTES WERE CHOSEN 
AS  IT  HAS  BEEN  DEMONSTRATED  THAT  CATALYST  SYNTHESIS  CAN 
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2EACTION PATHWAYS ASSOCIATED WITH THE HYDROGEN MEDIATED CONVERSION OF PCHLORONITROBENZENE .OTE 4ARGETED ROUTE TO PCHLOROANILINE IS REPRESENTED 
BY BOLD ARROWS 4HE PCHLORONITROBENZENE REACTANT AND PCHLOROANILINE PRODUCT ARE FRAMED IN RED
&IGURE 
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SIGNI½CANTLY  IN¾UENCE METAL DISPERSION WHERE $0 HAS BEEN 
SHOWN  TO  GENERATE  SMALL  !U  PARTICLES      NM	  	  )N 
CONTRAST  EVEN  AT  LOW  !U  LOADING    WT  	  CATALYSTS 
PREPARED  BY  THE  LESS  CONTROLLED  )-0  PROCEDURE  NORMALLY 
EXHIBIT LARGER  NM	 !U DIAMETERS 	 )N THE CASE OF THE 
$0 SAMPLES UREA USED AS THE BASI½CATION AGENT	 WAS ADDED 
CA FOLD UREA EXCESS	 TO A SOLUTION OF (!U#L  CM
 
  X    -	  4HE  SUPPORT    G  G!L/  4I/  #E/  AND 
A&E/	 WAS INTRODUCED AND THE SUSPENSION WAS STIRRED AND 
HEATED  TO    +  FOR    H  4HE  P(  OF  THE  SUSPENSION 
PROGRESSIVELY INCREASED TO REACH CA  AFTER  H AS A RESULT OF 
THE THERMALLYINDUCED UREA DECOMPOSITION ;=
  	
4HE SOLIDS OBTAINED WERE SEPARATED BY CENTRIFUGATION WASHED 
THREE TIMES WITH DEIONIZED WATER AND DRIED UNDER VACUUM AT 
 + FOR  H )N THE CASE OF THE )-0 SYNTHESIS THE SUPPORT 
WAS  DISPERSED  IN  APPROPRIATE  VOLUMES  OF  (!U#L  SOLUTION 
!LDRICH  X  G CM P(  	 AND THE RESULTING SLURRY WAS 
VIGOROUSLY STIRRED  RPM	 AND HEATED  + MIN	 TO  + 
IN A (E PURGE 4HE SOLID RESIDUE WAS DRIED IN A ¾OW OF (E AT 
 + FOR  H !FTER PREPARATION THE SAMPLES WERE SIEVED TO 
  M  AVERAGE  PARTICLE  DIAMETER  AND  STORED 
IN  THE  DARK	  AT    +  4HE  !U  LOADING  WAS  DETERMINED 
TO  WITHIN    	  BY  INDUCTIVELY  COUPLED  PLASMAOPTICAL 
EMISSION SPECTROMETRY )#0/%3 6ISTA02/ 6ARIAN )NC	 FROM 
THE DILUTED EXTRACT OF AQUA REGIA 4HE CATALYTIC BEHAVIOUR OF A 
 MOL  !U4I/  REFERENCE  CATALYST  SUPPLIED  BY  THE 7ORLD 
'OLD  #OUNCIL  TYPE  !  LOT  NUMBER  !U4I/    SAMPLE 
NUMBER  	  WAS  ALSO  INVESTIGATED  4HE  PREPARATION  AND 
CHARACTERIZATION DETAILS OF THIS REFERENCE SAMPLE HAVE BEEN 
RECORDED  ELSEWHERE  ;=  0RIOR  TO  USE  IN  CATALYSIS  THE 
SAMPLES WERE ACTIVATED IN  CM MIN ( AT  + MIN
 TO 
 + AND MAINTAINED AT ½NAL REDUCTION TEMPERATURE FOR  
H 4HE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE !U PRECURSOR TO 
METALLIC  !U  FOR  CATALYSTS  PREPARED  BY  )-0  ANDOR  $0  HAVE 
BEEN ESTABLISHED ELSEWHERE ;= 3AMPLES FOR OFFLINE 
ANALYSIS  WERE  PASSIVATED  IN    VV  /(E  AT  ROOM 
TEMPERATURE 
#ATALYST CHARACTERIZATION
(  CHEMISORPTION  AND  "%4  SURFACE  AREA  WERE  DETERMINED 
USING THE COMMERCIAL #(%-"%4  1UANTACHROME	 UNIT 
4HE SAMPLES WERE ACTIVATED AS ABOVE SWEPT WITH A  CM 
MIN ¾OW OF . FOR  H COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 
SUBJECTED TO ( CHEMISORPTION USING A PULSE  L	 TITRATION 
PROCEDURE "%4 AREAS WERE  RECORDED WITH A  VV .(E 
¾OW  USING  PURE  .  	  AS  INTERNAL  STANDARD  !T  LEAST 
 CYCLES OF . ADSORPTIONDESORPTION IN THE ¾OW MODE WERE 
EMPLOYED  TO  DETERMINE  TOTAL  SURFACE  AREA  USING  THE 
STANDARD SINGLE POINT METHOD "%4 SURFACE AREA AND ( UPTAKE 
VALUES  WERE  REPRODUCIBLE  TO  WITHIN    0OWDER  8RAY 
DIFFRACTOGRAMS  WERE  RECORDED  ON  A  "RUKER3IEMENS  $ 
INCIDENT  8RAY  DIFFRACTOMETER  USING  #U  +A  RADIATION  4HE 
SAMPLES WERE SCANNED AT  STEP OVER   Q   
SCAN TIME   S STEP	 $IFFRACTOGRAMS WERE IDENTI½ED USING 
THE  *#0$3)#$$  REFERENCE  STANDARDS  IE  G!L/  	 
AND  !U  	  $IFFUSE  RE¾ECTANCE  $23  566IS	 
MEASUREMENTS WERE CONDUCTED USING A 0ERKIN %LMER ,AMBDA 
  566IS  3PECTROMETER  WITH  "A3/  POWDER  AS  REFERENCE 
ABSORPTION PRO½LES WERE CALCULATED FROM THE RE¾ECTANCE DATA 
USING  THE  +UBELKA-UNK  FUNCTION  !U  PARTICLE  MORPHOLOGY 
AND  SIZE  WERE  DETERMINED  BY  TRANSMISSION  ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS *%/, *%-  (24%- UNIT WITH A 547 
ENERGY  DISPERSIVE  8RAY  DETECTOR  /XFORD  )NSTRUMENTS	 
OPERATED  AT  AN  ACCELERATING  VOLTAGE OF    K6  3PECIMENS 
WERE PREPARED BY DISPERSION IN ACETONE AND DEPOSITED ON A 
HOLEY CARBON#U GRID  -ESH	 5P TO  INDIVIDUAL !U 
PARTICLES  WERE  COUNTED  FOR  EACH  CATALYST  AND  THE  SURFACE 
AREAWEIGHTED METAL DIAMETER D4%-	 WAS CALCULATED FROM 
  	
WHERE NI IS THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES OF DIAMETER D I 4HE SIZE 
LIMIT FOR THE DETECTION OF !U PARTICLES IS CA  NM
#ATALYSIS PROCEDURE
2EACTIONS WERE  CARRIED  OUT  UNDER  ATMOSPHERIC  PRESSURE  AT 
4   + IN SITU IMMEDIATELY AFTER ACTIVATION IN A ½XED BED 
VERTICAL PLUG¾OW GLASS REACTOR L   MM ID   MM	 
4HE  CATALYTIC  REACTOR  AND  OPERATING  CONDITIONS  TO  ENSURE 
NEGLIGIBLE  HEATMASS  TRANSPORT  LIMITATIONS  HAVE  BEEN  FULLY 
DESCRIBED  ELSEWHERE  ;=  BUT  SOME  FEATURES  PERTINENT  TO 
THIS  STUDY  ARE  GIVEN  BELOW  !  LAYER  OF  BOROSILICATE  GLASS 
BEADS  SERVED  AS  PREHEATING  ZONE  ENSURING  THAT  THE 
PCHLORONITROBENZENE  REACTANT WAS  VAPORIZED  AND  REACHED 
REACTION  TEMPERATURE  BEFORE  CONTACTING  THE  CATALYST 
)SOTHERMAL  CONDITIONS    +	  WERE  ENSURED  BY  DILUTING  THE 
CATALYST  BED WITH  GROUND GLASS    M	  ;=  4HE  REACTANT 
WAS  DELIVERED  TO  THE  REACTOR  VIA  A  GLASSTE¾ON  AIRTIGHT 
SYRINGE  AND  TE¾ON  LINE  USING  A  MICROPROCESSOR  CONTROLLED 
INFUSION PUMP -ODEL  KD 3CIENTI½C	 AT A ½XED CALIBRATED 
¾OW  RATE  !  COCURRENT  ¾OW  OF  PCHLORONITROBENZENE 
AND  ULTRA  PURE  (      VV  ./(	  WAS  MAINTAINED  AT 
A '(36   X  H WITH AN INLET ./ MOLAR ¾OW & 	 IN THE 
RANGE X ¯ X MMOL./ H
 WHERE THE ( CONTENT 
WAS  UP  TO    TIMES  IN  EXCESS  OF  THE  STOICHIOMETRIC 
REQUIREMENT  0(    ATM	  THE  ¾OW  RATE  OF  WHICH  WAS 
MONITORED USING A (UMONICS -ODEL 	 DIGITAL ¾OWMETER 
4HE MOLAR METAL N!U 	 TO INLET MOLAR ./ FEED RATE & 	 RATIO 
SPANNED  THE  RANGE  X¯X  H  )N  A  SERIES  OF  BLANK 
TESTS  PASSAGE  OF  PCHLORONITROBENZENE  IN  A  STREAM  OF  ( 
THROUGH THE EMPTY REACTOR OR OVER THE SUPPORT ALONE IE IN 
THE ABSENCE !U DID NOT RESULT IN ANY DETECTABLE CONVERSION 
4HE REACTOR EF¾UENT WAS FROZEN IN A LIQUID NITROGEN TRAP FOR 
SUBSEQUENT  ANALYSIS WHICH WAS MADE USING  A  0ERKIN%LMER 
!UTO  3YSTEM  8,  GAS  CHROMATOGRAPH  EQUIPPED  WITH  A 
PROGRAMMED  SPLITSPLITLESS  INJECTOR  AND  A  ¾AME  IONIZATION 
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DETECTOR EMPLOYING A $"  M X  MM ID  M 
½LM THICKNESS CAPILLARY COLUMN *7 3CIENTI½C	 AS DESCRIBED 
ELSEWHERE ;= !NY POSSIBLE (#L PRODUCED WAS MONITORED BY 
PASSING  THE  EF¾UENT  GAS  THROUGH  AN  AQUEOUS  .A/(  TRAP 
  X  MOL DM  KEPT UNDER CONSTANT AGITATION AT  
RPM	 WITH CONTINUOUS P( (ANNA () 0ROGRAMMABLE 0RINTING 
P(  "ENCH-ETER	  ANALYSIS  P#HLORONITROBENZENE  !LDRICH 
  WW  PURITY	  AND  THE  BUTANOL  SOLVENT  2IEDELDE 
(iEN      	  WERE  USED  WITHOUT  FURTHER  PURI½CATION 
(YDROGENATION  PERFORMANCE  IS  QUANTI½ED  IN  TERMS  OF  THE 
DEGREE OF NITROGROUP REDUCTION X ./	
  	  
    
4HE  PERCENTAGE  SELECTIVITY  WITH  RESPECT  TO  PCHLOROANILINE 
3P#!.	 IS GIVEN BY
    	  
    
2EPEATED  REACTIONS  WITH  SAMPLES  FROM  THE  SAME  BATCH  OF 
CATALYST  DELIVERED  ACTIVITY  VALUES  THAT WERE  REPRODUCIBLE  TO 
WITHIN    
 2ESULT AND DISCUSSION
#ATALYST CHARACTERIZATION 
(YDROGEN  CHEMISORPTION  "%4  SURFACE  AREAS  AND  SURFACE 
WEIGHTED MEAN	 !U PARTICLE SIZE OBTAINED BY 4%- D4%-	 FOR 
THE CATALYSTS CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY ARE RECORDED IN 4ABLE  
(YDROGEN  UPTAKE  POSTACTIVATION  FOR  ALL  THE  SUPPORTED  !U 
CATALYSTS WAS CONSIDERABLY LOWER   MOL G!U
	 THAN THAT 
OBTAINED FOR CONVENTIONAL TRANSITION METALS ON OXIDE SUPPORTS 
EG 0D!L/  MOL G0D
	  ;=   .I3I/  MOL G.I
	 
;=  AND  .I4I/    MOL  G.I
	  ;=  (YDROGENGOLD 
INTERACTION IS STILL NOT WELL UNDERSTOOD BUT IT APPEARS THAT !U 
COORDINATION  NUMBER  IS  A  CRITICAL  FACTOR  IN  DETERMINING 
ADSORPTION CAPABILITY ;= 7HILE MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DOES NOT 
CHEMISORB  ON  BULK  !U  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  ;=  THERE  IS 
EVIDENCE FOR DISSOCIATIVE CHEMISORPTION ON !U ½LMS CONTAINING 
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82$ PATTERNS ASSOCIATED WITH !	 !U!L/$0 "	 !U!L/)-0 AND 
*#0$3)#$$ REFERENCE DIFFRACTOGRAMS FOR #	 G!L/ 	 AND $	 
!U 	
&IGURE 
4ABLE  
'OLD  PARTICLE  SIZE  OBTAINED  FROM  4%-  D4%-	  ANALYSIS  (  UPTAKE  "%4 
SURFACE AREA AND PSEUDO½RST ORDER PCHLORONITROBENZENE HYDROGENATION 
RATE CONSTANT K	 OBTAINED FOR OXIDE SUPPORTED !U  MOL 	 PREPARED BY 
DEPOSITIONPRECIPITATION $0	 AND IMPREGNATION )-0	
#ATALYST  D4%- NM	  (UPTAKE  "%4 AREA 
      MOL G!U
	  M GCAT
	  K H	
!U!L/$0        
!U#E/$0        
!U&E/$0        
!U4I/$0        
!U4I/2EF        
!U!L/)-0        
!U&E/)-0        
!U4I/)-0        
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DEFECT SITES ;= )NDEED SOME CONSENSUS EMERGES FROM 
THE LITERATURE THAT  SMALLER !U PARTICLES ;= WITH A HIGHER 
NUMBER  OF  DEFECTS  STEPS  EDGES  AND  CORNERS	  EXHIBIT  A 
GREATER  FACILITY  FOR  DISSOCIATIVE  HYDROGEN  UPTAKE  8RAY 
DIFFRACTION  ANALYSIS  CAN  PROVIDE  IMPORTANT  BULK  STRUCTURAL 
CHARACTERISTICS  &IGURE    SHOWS  THE  DIFFRACTION  PATTERNS  FOR 
TWO REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES IE !U!L/$0 PRO½LE !		 AND 
!U!L/)-0  PRO½LE  "		  4HE  MARKERS  INCLUDED  ILLUSTRATE 
THE  POSITION  AND  RELATIVE  INTENSITY  OF  THE  82$  PEAKS  FOR 
G!L/ PRO½LE #		 AND CUBIC !U PRO½LE $		 TAKEN FROM THE 
*#0$3)#$$ STANDARDS CARD NUMBERS  AND  
RESPECTIVELY	  4HE  82$  PATTERNS  FOR  BOTH  CATALYSTS  EXHIBIT 
SIGNALS OVER  THE RANGE Q   THAT CAN BE ASSOCIATED 
WITH  THE  	  	  	  AND  	  PLANES  OF  CUBIC 
G!L/ SEE PRO½LE #		 WHERE THE BROADNESS OF THE PEAKS IS 
INDICATIVE OF SHORT RANGE ORDER )N ADDITION THE 82$ PATTERN 
FOR !U!L/)-0 SEE PRO½LE "		 ALSO SHOWS STRONG RE¾ECTIONS 
AT  Q          AND    CORRESPONDING  TO 
	 	 	 AND 	 PLANES OF !U METAL SEE PRO½LE 
$		  WITH  AN  EXTRACTED  FROM  STANDARD  LINE  BROADENING 
ANALYSIS    		 MEAN !U PARTICLE  SIZE    NM  )N  CONTRAST 
THERE ARE NO DISTINGUISHABLE PEAKS CHARACTERISTIC OF METALLIC 
GOLD IN THE !U!L/$0 SPECTRUM SEE PRO½LE !		 SUGGESTING 
A HIGHLY DISPERSED !U PHASE 4HE $23 566IS SPECTRA OF THE 
ALUMINA SUPPORT !U!L/$0 AND !U!L/)-0 IN THE RANGE 
  NM  ARE  PRESENTED  IN  &IGURE    4HE  SPECTRUM  FOR 
!L/  PRO½LE  !		  IS  FEATURELESS  CONSISTENT  WITH  RESULTS 
PRESENTED  ELSEWHERE  ;=  4HE  ABSORPTION  BAND  BETWEEN 
 NM PRESENT IN THE SPECTRUM OF !U!L/$0 PRO½LE 
"		  IS  CHARACTERISTIC  OF  METALLIC  GOLD  ;=  4HE  SIGNAL 
ASSOCIATED WITH !U!L/)-0  PRO½LE  #		  EXHIBITS  A  GREATER 
INTENSITY  WITH  A  DISPLACEMENT  TO  A  HIGHER  WAVELENGTH  A 
RESPONSE THAT HAS BEEN ASCRIBED IN THE LITERATURE ;= TO THE 
PRESENCE OF  LARGER !U PARTICLES WHICH  IS  IN AGREEMENT WITH 
THE 82$ ANALYSIS    
2EPRESENTATIVE  4%-  IMAGES  OF  !U!L/$0  !)	  AND 
!U!L/)-0  ")  AND  "))	  ARE  PRESENTED  IN  &IGURE    WHICH 
SHOW QUASISPHERICAL !U PARTICLES DISPERSED ON THE SUPPORT 
4HE DIFFRACTOGRAM PATTERN FOR AN ISOLATED SINGLE GOLD PARTICLE 
IN THE CASE OF !U!L/)-0 IS SHOWN IN IMAGE "))) WHERE THE 
DSPACINGS  	  ARE  CONSISTENT  WITH  THE  	  AND 
	 PLANES OF METALLIC GOLD *#0$3)#$$ 	 CON½RMING 
PRECURSOR  REDUCTION  TO  !U  POSTACTIVATION  IN  AGREEMENT 
WITH 82$ AND $23 566IS DATA 4HE IMAGES INDICATE THAT !U IS 
PRESENT AS SMALLER PARTICLES  IN !U!L/$0 WHEN COMPARED 
WITH !U!L/)-0 A TREND THAT EXTENDS TO THE OTHER SAMPLES 
IE FOR THE SAME SUPPORT THE )-0 SAMPLES EXHIBIT LARGER !U 
PARTICLES   NM SEE 4ABLE 	 4HE SEQUENCE OF INCREASING 
MEAN  !U  PARTICLE  SIZE  FOR  THE  SAMPLES  PREPARED  BY  $0 
!U#E/$0    !U4I/$0    !U&E/$0    !U!L/$0 
SUGGESTS  A  DEPENDENCY  ON  THE  REDUCIBILITY  OF  THE  CARRIER 
WHERE THE LARGEST !U PARTICLE SIZE IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LEAST 
REDUCIBLE SUPPORT  !L/	 !LUMINA  IS WELL ESTABLISHED AS AN 
IRREDUCIBLE SUPPORT AND AN INSULATOR MATERIAL DUE TO ITS WIDE 
BAND GAP   E6	  ;= WHEREAS #E/ 4I/ AND &E/ ARE 
REDUCIBLE CARRIERS WITH SEMICONDUCTOR NATURE  E6	 ;= 
4HE SAME TREND IS ALSO IN EVIDENCE FOR THE )-0 SAMPLES WHERE 
THE !U PARTICLE SIZE ON !L/ IS APPRECIABLY HIGHER THAN THAT 
FOR  REDUCIBLE  4I/ OR  &E/  SEE  4ABLE 	 /UR OBSERVATIONS 
½ND  SOME  SUPPORT  IN  THE  LITERATURE  	  WHERE  A  PARTIAL 
REDUCTION  OF  THE  OXIDE  CARRIER  HAS  BEEN  SHOWN  TO  RESULT  IN 
METALSUPPORT  INTERACTIONS  THAT  IMPACT  ON  !U  DISPERSION 
)NDEED -IN ET AL 	 USING SCANNING TUNNELLING MICROSCOPY 
DEMONSTRATED THAT REDUCIBLE OXIDES PROVIDE MORE NUCLEATION 
SITES LEADING TO THE  FORMATION OF !U CLUSTERS WITH A SMALLER 
PARTICLE SIZE 
#ATALYST ACTIVITYSELECTIVITY
4HE GAS PHASE HYDROGENATION OF PCHLORONITROBENZENE OVER 
EACH SUPPORTED !U CATALYST GENERATED PCHLOROANILINE AS THE 
SOLE PRODUCT IE EXCLUSIVE REDUCTION OF THE NITROGROUP WITH 
NO  EVIDENCE  OF  HYDRODECHLORINATION  HYDRODENITROGENATION 
OR AROMATIC RING REDUCTION )T IS SIGNI½CANT THAT THE EXCLUSIVE 
FORMATION OF PCHLOROANILINE WAS A FEATURE OF EACH CATALYST 
DEMONSTRATING  THAT  THE  SUPPORT DID NOT  IN¾UENCE  REACTION 
SELECTIVITY  WHICH  WAS  GOVERNED  BY  THE  !U  PHASE  )N 
CONTRAST  IN  THE  HYDROGENATION  OF  CHLORONITROBENZENE  OVER 
CONVENTIONAL  TRANSITION  METALS  SUPPORT  EFFECTS  HAVE  BEEN 
DEEMED RESPONSIBLE FOR DIFFERENCES IN SELECTIVITY 8IONG AND 
2EPRESENTATIVE 4%- IMAGES OF !	 !U!L/$0 AND "	 !U!L/)-0  
)	 LOW MAGNI½CATION IMAGES ))	 HIGH MAGNI½CATION IMAGE OF A SINGLE 
!U PARTICLE WITH ASSOCIATED DIFFRACTOGRAM PATTERN )))		
&IGURE 
!)	
 NM
")	
"))	
")))	
 NM
 NM
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COWORKERS ;= STUDIED THE REACTION OF OCHLORONITROBENZENE 
OVER A SERIES OF OXIDE 3I/ :R/ 4I/ AND !L/	 SUPPORTED 
.I  CATALYSTS  AND  ATTRIBUTED  THE  HIGHEST  SELECTIVITY  TO 
OCHLOROANILINE OVER .I4I/ TO STRONG POLARIZATION OF THE ./ 
BAND INDUCED BY THE OXYGEN VACANCIES OF 4I/X (AN ET AL ;= 
INVESTIGATED  THE  HYDROGENATION  OF  PCHLORONITROBENZENE 
OVER 0T ON 4I/ G!L/ AND :R/ AND ASSOCIATED THE HIGHEST 
PCHLOROANILINE  YIELD  OBTAINED  USING  0T4I/  WITH  STRONG 
METALSUPPORT  INTERACTIONS  7HILE  (UGON  ET  AL  ;=  HAVE 
RECENTLY  REPORTED  THAT  THE  SELECTIVITY  RESPONSE  IN  THE 
HYDROGENATION OF BUTADIENE OVER !U SUPPORTED ON 4I/ 
!L/ #E/ AND :R/ WAS INDEPENDENT OF THE NATURE OF THE 
SUPPORT  THERE  IS EVIDENCE  IN THE  LITERATURE  	 OF SUPPORT 
EFFECTS  IN  TERMS OF  HYDROGENATION  SELECTIVITY  FOR  SUPPORTED 
!U  SYSTEMS #AMPO AND COWORKERS  	 HAVE  REPORTED  THAT 
!U#E/ IS HIGHLY SELECTIVE IN THE GAS PHASE HYDROGENATION OF 
CROTONALDEHYDE TO CROTYL ALCOHOL WHEREAS !U.B/  IS NON
SELECTIVE AND PROPOSED THAT NIOBIA PROMOTED THE FORMATION 
OF  NONSELECTIVE  !U  PARTICLES  WITH  A  DISTINCT  MORPHOLOGY 
-ILONE ET AL 	 REPORTED A STRONG SUPPORT EFFECT WITH RESPECT 
TO #/ HYDROGENATION  IN THE CASE OF BENZALACETONE WHERE 
ELECTRONENRICHED !U PARTICLES GENERATED VIA ELECTRON TRANSFER 
FROM  A  REDUCIBLE  SUPPORT  IRON  OXIDE	  RESULTED  IN  HIGHER 
SELECTIVITIES  TO  THE  CORRESPONDING ABUNSATURATED  ALCOHOL 
4HE LEVEL OF REACTION EXCLUSIVITY REPORTED IN OUR STUDY NOTABLY 
THE  AVOIDANCE  OF  ##L  BOND  SCISSION  IS  UNIQUE  WHEN 
COMPARED WITH  THE CATALYTIC BATCH  LIQUID SYSTEMS TESTED TO 
DATE  	  AND  REPRESENTS  A  CRITICAL  ADVANCEMENT  IN  THE 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  A  SUSTAINABLE  CONTINUOUS    PRODUCTION  OF 
AROMATIC HALOAMINES
4HE  ACTIVITY  OF  THESE  CATALYSTS  WAS  ASSESSED    BY  ½TTING 
THE TEMPORAL  X./ SEE &IGURE 	 RESPONSE TO AN EMPIRICAL 
RELATIONSHIP  DESCRIBED  IN  DETAIL  ELSEWHERE  ;=  IN  ORDER  TO 
OBTAIN A MEASURE OF INITIAL ACTIVITY !S A GENERAL OBSERVATION 
SMALLER  !U  PARTICLES      NM	  GENERATED  HIGHER  INITIAL 
ACTIVITIES BUT EXHIBITED A TEMPORAL DECLINE WHEREAS CATALYSTS 
WITH  A  LOWER  !U  DISPERSION  DID  NOT  SHOW  ANY  SIGNI½CANT 
TIMEONSTREAM VARIATION IN CONVERSION 4HIS IS DEMONSTRATED 
BY  THE  TWO  REPRESENTATIVE  CASES  PRESENTED  IN  &IGURE   
!U!L/)-0 D4%-   NM	 DELIVERED AN INVARIANT CONVERSION 
WITH TIMEONSTREAM UP TO  H	 WHILE A DECLINE IN CONVERSION 
IS OBSERVED FOR !U&E/$0 WHICH BEARS SMALLER !U PARTICLES 
D4%-   NM	 4HESE RESULTS SUGGEST A HIGHER ACTIVITY BUT A 
SUSCEPTIBILITY  TO  DEACTIVATION  FOR  SMALLER  !U  CLUSTERS -ETAL 
CATALYST DEACTIVATION  IS  A  FEATURE OF GAS PHASE ¯./ GROUP 
REDUCTION  AS  A  RESULT  OF  (/  FORMATION  ;=  ANDOR  COKE 
DEPOSITION  ;=  4HE  LATTER  HAS  BEEN  SUGGESTED  AS 
RESPONSIBLE  FOR  THE  LOSS  OF  ACTIVITY  DURING  HYDROGENATION 
OVER  SUPPORTED !U  ;= 7E HAVE PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED 
THE  APPLICABILITY  OF  A  PSEUDO½RST  ORDER  KINETIC  TREATMENT 
;=
 
  	
WHERE N!U & HAS THE PHYSICAL MEANING OF CONTACT TIME 4HE 
LINEAR  RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN  LN X./		
  AND 
N!U &  FORCED THROUGH THE ORIGIN	 IS SHOWN IN &IGURE  TAKING 
!U&E/$0  AS  A  REPRESENTATIVE  CASE  4HE  RESULTANT  RAW 
PSEUDO½RST ORDER RATE CONSTANTS K	 ARE GIVEN IN 4ABLE   )N 
ORDER TO EXPLICITLY DEMONSTRATE STRUCTURE SENSITIVITY IN TERMS 
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OF !U PARTICLE SIZE IT IS NECESSARY TO DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN !U SIZE AND THE SPECI½C RATE CONSTANT K`	 IN TERMS OF 
THE EXPOSED !U SURFACE AREA AS ESTIMATED FROM MEAN 4%- 
PARTICLE SIZE SEE 4ABLE 	 4HE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN &IGURE  
WHICH REVEALS THAT THE CATALYSTS PREPARED BY $0 WITH SMALLER 
!U PARTICLES   NM	 DELIVERED HIGHER  SPECI½C ACTIVITIES 
WHEN  COMPARED WITH  THE  )-0  SAMPLES  THAT  BEAR  LARGER  !U 
PARTICLES 	 4HE OBSERVED DECREASE IN K´ WITH INCREASING 
!U PARTICLE SIZE IS CONSISTENT WITH STRUCTURE SENSITIVITY WHERE 
!U  PARTICLES      NM  ARE  INTRINSICALLY  MORE  ACTIVE  FOR  NITRO
GROUP  REDUCTION  4HE  PARTICLE  SIZESPECI½C  RATE  RESPONSE 
FOR  SEVEN  CATALYST  SYSTEMS  LABORATORY  SYNTHESISED  AND  THE 
7ORLD  'OLD  #OUNCIL  2EFERENCE  SAMPLE	  FALL  ON  A  COMMON 
TREND LINE 4HIS SUGGESTS THAT THE NATURE OF THE SUPPORT DOES 
NOT  IMPACT  SIGNI½CANTLY  ON  HYDROGENATION  RATE  WHICH  IS 
CONTROLLED BY THE !U PARTICLE SIZE )NDEED TAKING A COMMON 
SUPPORT  !L/  SEE POINTS  AND   IN &IGURE 	 !U!L/$0 
D4%-      NM	  DELIVERED  A  SPECI½C  RATE  THAT  WAS  OVER 
  TIMES  GREATER  THAN  THAT  OBTAINED  FOR  !U!L/)-0 
D4%-NM	  REPRESENTING THE UPPER AND  LOWER RATE VALUES 
RECORDED  IN  THIS  STUDY  -OREOVER  SYSTEMS  WITH  SIMILAR 
!U DISPERSION ON DIFFERENT OXIDES PRESENT  SIMILAR ACTIVITY AS 
ILLUSTRATED  BY  POINTS    !U&E/$0  D4%-      NM	  AND 
 !U4I/$0 D4%-   NM	 IN &IGURE  )T SHOULD BE NOTED 
THAT  !U#E/$0  WHICH  PRESENTED  THE  SMALLEST  !U  PARTICLE 
SIZE  NM	 DEVIATES SOMEWHAT FROM THE GENERAL TREND 7E 
TENTATIVELY ATTRIBUTE THIS RESPONSE TO THE SMALL !U PARTICLE SIZE 
WHICH FALLS INTO THE REGION   NM	 WHERE CATALYTIC ACTIVITY IS 
SEVERELY  MODI½ED  BY  ELECTRONIC  AND  QUANTUM  SIZE  EFFECTS 
;=  )NDEED  THE  ELECTRONIC  CHARACTER  OF  !U  CAN 
AFFECT THE CATALYTIC RESPONSE IN HYDROGENATION REACTIONS 	 
AND FOR PARTICLES SUF½CIENTLY SMALL   NM	 A TRANSITION IN THE 
ELECTRONIC  STATE OF GOLD  FROM METAL  TO NONMETAL HAS BEEN 
SUGGESTED  ;=  -OREOVER  #LAUS  AND  COWORKERS  ;= 
STUDYING  THE  GAS  PHASE  HYDROGENATION  OF  ACROLEIN  OVER 
NANOSIZED  !U4I/  CATALYSTS  ASSOCIATED  THE  DECREASE  IN 
ACTIVITY  ¡  MMOL G!U
 S	 WITH DECREASING !U PARTICLE 
SIZE  ¡  NM	 TO THE LOSS OF METALLIC CHARACTER FOR THE 
SMALLER  !U  PARTICLES  )N  THIS  STUDY  WE  HAVE  ESTABLISHED  A 
SIGNI½CANT !U PARTICLE SIZE EFFECT FOR THE GAS PHASE SELECTIVE 
HYDROGENATION  OF  PCHLORONITROBENZENE  WITH  AN  OPTIMUM 
MEAN !U PARTICLE SIZE OF CA  NM THAT IS INDEPENDENT OF THE 
NATURE  OF  THE  OXIDE  SUPPORT  &UTURE  WORK  WILL  FOCUS  ON 
ALTERNATIVE  POLYFUNCTIONAL  NITROARENES  WITH  THE  GOAL  OF 
ACHIEVING THE PRODUCT SELECTIVITY THAT WE REPORT IN THIS STUDY
 #ONCLUSIONS
4HE  RESULTS  PRESENTED  IN  THIS  STUDY  SUPPORT  THE  FOLLOWING 
CONCLUSIONS
I	   4HE  CONTINUOUS  GAS  PHASE  HYDROGENATION  OF 
PCHLORONITROBENZENE OVER !U SUPPORTED ON !L/ 4I/ 
&E/  AND  #E/  UNDER MILD  REACTION  CONDITIONS  0     
ATM  4      +	  RESULTS  IN  THE  EXCLUSIVE  FORMATION  OF 
PCHLOROANILINE
II	   !T A COMMON !U LOADING  MOL 	 CATALYST PREPARATION 
BY $0 GENERATES SMALLER SURFACE AREA WEIGHTED	 MEAN !U 
PARTICLE SIZES   NM	 WHEN COMPARED WITH )-0   
NM	 -OREOVER !U PARTICLE SIZE WAS GREATER ON THE NON
REDUCIBLE !L/	 CARRIER FOR BOTH PREPARATION METHODS 
III	   4HE NATURE OF  THE  SUPPORT DOES NOT  IMPACT DIRECTLY ON 
THE RATE OF NITROGROUP REDUCTION WHICH  IS GOVERNED BY 
!U  PARTICLE  SIZE  !N  INCREASE  IN  SPECI½C  HYDROGENATION 
RATE  IS OBSERVED WITH A DECREASE  IN MEAN !U  SIZE  FROM 
  TO    NM  !  LOWER  SPECI½C  RATE  RECORDED  FOR  SMALLER 
PARTICLES    NM	 CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO A QUANTUM SIZE 
EFFECT  !  TEMPORAL  LOSS  OF  ACTIVITY  WAS  OBSERVED  FOR 
REACTION OVER SMALLER !U PARTICLES WHEREAS THOSE CATALYSTS 
WITH A MEAN PARTICLE SIZE   NM DISPLAYED A TIME INVARIANT 
CONVERSION
IV	   /UR RESULTS CAN SERVE AS A PROOF CONCEPT DEMONSTRATING 
THE  FEASIBILITY  OF  GOLD  CATALYSIS  AS  A  VIABLE  SUSTAINABLE 
ROUTE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AROMATIC AMINES
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